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Individual muscle segmentation in MR Images: a 3D propagation through 2D non-linear registration approaches

Augustin Ogier¹, Michael Sdika², Alexandre Fouré¹, Arnaud Le Troter¹ and David Bendahan¹

Abstract—Manual and automated segmentation of individual muscles in magnetic resonance images have been recognized as challenging given the high variability of shapes between muscles and subjects and the discontinuity or lack of visible boundaries between muscles. In the present study, we proposed an original algorithm allowing a semi-automatic transversal propagation of manually-drawn masks. Our strategy was based on several ascending and descending non-linear registration approaches which is similar to the estimation of a Lagrangian trajectory applied to manual masks. Using several manually-segmented slices, we have evaluated our algorithm on the four muscles of the quadriceps femoris group. We mainly showed that our 3D propagated segmentation was very accurate with an averaged Dice similarity coefficient value higher than 0.91 for the minimal manual input of only two manually-segmented slices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantification of individual muscle volume is of high interest in the field of neuromuscular disorders for which muscle disease is associated with a loss of muscle tissue and a replacement by fat and in sport in which it is of interest to follow muscle volume changes resulting from repeated training sessions. The corresponding segmentation of muscle(s) in MR images has been recognized as challenging given the high variability of shapes and relative positions between muscles and among individuals. Also, the hardly discernible texture differences between individual muscles and the potential fatty infiltration of muscles in patients with neuromuscular disorders represent additional challenging factors. Besides these anatomical differences, subtle changes regarding the angular and relative position of individual muscles in MR images can generate other uncontrolled variability factors. So far, manual segmentation of anatomical structures has been used in multiple studies, and this approach has been widely acknowledged as time-consuming and operator-dependent [1].

More recently, several semi-automated / automated methods have been assayed on MR images. A random walk algorithm based on graphs has been reported by Baudin et al. [2] while Gilles et al. [3] proposed a method based on mesh deformable registration models. In order to take into account the large interindividual variability, Prescott et al. [4] used a semi-automatic segmentation method based on the preselection of appropriate templates selected from a database. On the basis of a combination of manual segmentation atlas-based registration, Ahmad et al. [5] proposed a semi-automatic segmentation tool for quadriceps muscles.

Overall, although of interest, these multi-atlas based methods have been mainly used for measurements of large muscle volumes. Sdika et al. [6] recently demonstrated the reliability of a multi-atlas segmentation approach for the automatic segmentation and volume quantification of individual leg muscles in rat. Le Troter et al. [7] evaluated the potential of this approach for quantification of individual muscle volume and reported the corresponding utilization for longitudinal studies in human. They illustrated that a fully-automated method was appropriate for large muscle groups but not for individual muscles and proposed a single-atlas based method as an alternative solution.

The purpose of the present study was to propose and characterize a new approach of semi-automated segmentation of individual muscles using a combination of 3D propagation and 2D registration of masks related to regions of interest.

II. SEGMENTATION PROPAGATION

Our method is semi-automatic since it requires manual segmentation of, at least, the two slices (2D) located on the inferior and superior bounds of the region of interest (3D).

A. Non-linear registration approaches

We used the a priori knowledge considering muscles as cylinders which can be nonlinearly distorted. We initially considered two naive methods with the aim of extrapolating the manual anatomical input in a few slices to the overall dataset within the region of interest. The first and second approaches considered an interpolation and a propagation method respectively. We also tested a third method corresponding to a mixture of the first two.

For the interpolation approach, we initially estimated the registration between the inferior and superior manual segmentations (i.e. masks) of the region of interest. Then we applied a linear interpolation between the resulting transformation and the identity in order to generate an automatic segmentation of the intermediate slices.

The propagation approach was iterative and consisted in two steps. Initially, successive registrations of each grey level of a given slice (considered as the source image) to the following slice (considered as the target image) were performed. The resulting transformations were then combined and used to generate the mask of each slice from one of the slice manually segmented.
Given the similarities between our both approaches and the usual mathematical representations of flow in fluid mechanics \([8]\), we chose to respectively define the interpolation approach as Lagrangian and the propagation approach as Eulerian, both terms used in the context of fluid registration \([9], [10]\).

For both Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches, we tested ascending and descending versions (respectively denoted \(L_a\), \(L_d\), \(V_i\), \(W_i\), and illustrated in Fig.1). All registrations were estimated with the ANTs library through the command \texttt{antsRegistration} using the SyN transformation model \([11]\).

For the Lagrangian approach, a cross-correlation metric was used for each label of the manual masks. One single cross-correlation metric between source and target grey level images was used for the Eulerian approach.

The Lagrangian approach did not take into account local anatomical deformations between the two manually segmented slices and considered anatomical variations as rather linear in the direction of propagation. The Eulerian approaches did follow anatomical variations but rapidly diverged given that errors were accumulating with the number of iterations and the accuracy decreased with respect to the distance from the starting slice. In contrast, the Lagrangian approaches did not follow the anatomy and was stable as it was driven by the segmentation of the final slice.

B. Our transformation merging method

Considering the properties of the four native approaches \(L_0, L_d, V_i, W_i\), we chose to merge the resulting fields in order to keep the positive contributions only and implement a new original approach combining the straight attachment to the anatomical information of the Eulerian propagation and the convergence of the Lagrangian approach towards the target slice. The fusion of the fields resulting from the native approaches was obtained from the solution of the following optimization problem:

\[
\arg\min \left( \alpha \| B_i - v_i \circ B_{i-1} \|^2 + \beta \| B_i - W_i \circ L_a \|^2 \right)
\]  

(1)

where \( i \) is the index of the current slice to obtain, \( B_i \) the resulting fields (i.e. the solution of the minimization), \( v_i \) the Eulerian ascending displacement field relative to the slice \( i \), \( W_i \) the composition of Eulerian descending displacement fields from \( n \) to \( i \), \( L_a \) the Lagrangian displacement field which allowed to use the Eulerian descending displacement field in this privileged ascending version, and finally the coefficients \( \alpha, \beta \) which allowed to determine the contribution of each term in equation 1. The solution of \( B_i \) is given by the following equation 2:

\[
B_i = \alpha_i (v_i \circ B_{i-1}) + \beta_i (W_i \circ L_a)
\]

(2)

The determination of coefficients \( \alpha_i, \beta_i \) illustrated in Fig 2 was based on the assumption of a reduced accuracy of the Eulerian propagation with respect to the distance from the starting slice. This process can be repeated for a version with an emphasis on the descending approaches (See Algorithm 1, more specifically the term \( A_i \)). Then, both resulting fields \( B_i \) and \( A_i \) were merged into a single field \( P_i \) which was applied to the mask \( M_0 \) in order to obtain each mask \( M_i \) (2D) with the aim of getting the segmentation of the whole region of interest (3D). More details about our method are described in Algorithm 1.

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Require \( I \) (MRI images)
\Ensure \( M \) (Manual mask only 2 slices: \( M_0, M_n \))
\State \( L_a = \text{SyN}(M_0, M_n) \)
\State \( L_d = \text{SyN}(M_n, M_0) \)
\State \( V_{-1} \leftarrow W_{n+1} \leftarrow \text{Identity} \)
\For{\( i \leftarrow 0 \) \text{to} \( n \)}
\State \( v_i = \text{SyN}(I_i, I_{i+1}) \)
\State \( V_i = v_i \circ V_{i-1} \)
\State \( w_{n-i} = \text{SyN}(I_{n-i}, I_{n-i-1}) \)
\State \( W_{n-i} = w_{n-i} \circ W_{n-i+1} \)
\EndFor
\For{\( i \leftarrow 0 \) \text{to} \( n \)}
\State \( B_i = \alpha_i (v_i \circ P_{i-1}) + \beta_i (W_i \circ L_a) \)
\State \( A_{n-i} = \beta_{n-i} (w_{n-i} \circ A_{n-i+1}) + \alpha_{n-i} (V_{n-i} \circ L_d) \)
\EndFor
\For{\( i \leftarrow 0 \) \text{to} \( n \)}
\State \( P_i = \alpha_i B_i + \beta_i (A_i \circ L_a) \)
\State \( M_i = P_i (M_0) \)
\EndFor
\State \text{return} \( M \)
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
Our method allowed to keep the high accuracy of each Eulerian propagation approach near their respective initial slice (i.e. the lower slice of the field of interest for the ascending version and the upper slice for the descending version). The deformation fields resulting from the registration between the masks manually segmented used for the Lagrangian approach were used in order to perform a reference frame shift and merge both Eulerian approaches.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Subjects

The right thigh of 25 healthy men (22 ± 1 years, height 178 ± 6 cm, weight 68 ± 7 kg) were imaged using a 1.5T MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Avanto, Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany). T1-weighted high-resolution images (13 slices, field of view = 220 mm x 220 mm; matrix = 576 x 576; time repetition = 549 ms; echo time = 13 ms; number of repetitions = 1; slice thickness = 6 mm; gap between slices = 6 mm, acquisition time = 5 min 18 s) were recorded using a turbo spin echo sequence. The most distal slice was always acquired at approximately 10 cm upper the proximal border of the patella. The study was approved by the local human research committee and was conducted in conformity with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The manual segmentation of each individual muscle of the quadriceps femoris (QF), i.e. vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM) and vastus intermedius (VI), on all slices was performed by an expert (A.F., with 7 years of experience in evaluation of muscle anatomy and geometry) using FSLview software, the 3D viewer included in the FSL toolbox [12]. These manual segmentations were considered as ground truth and were used in the following sections for the comparative analysis with our propagated segmentation.

B. Comparison of our method with native Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches

The DICE similarity coefficient (DSC [13]) obtained for each slice are illustrated in Fig.3 for our rectified propagation approach (P) and the four native approaches $L_a, L_d, V_i, W_i$. These results highlighted our initial assumptions regarding that both DSC values of ascending and descending Eulerian approaches (respectively $V_i$ and $W_i$) were optimal for their respective initial slice but decreased exponentially for the other slices. DSC values of ascending and descending Lagrangian approaches (respectively $L_a$ and $L_d$) were similar and the small differences between the results were mainly due to registration errors. The results associated to $L_a$ and $L_d$ showed that these approaches, on the contrary to $V_i$ and $W_i$, were less accurate for intermediate slices but converged efficiently for their respective final slice.

The results indicated in Fig. 3 clearly illustrated that our propagation approach did not only keep the positive contributions of each native approach but also resulted in a more accurate segmentation for each intermediate slice.

C. Qualitative and Quantitative validation

The DSC, the false negative volume fraction (FNVF), the false positive volume fraction (FPVF) and the muscle volume similarity fraction (MVSF) were used to estimate the performance of our method considering manual segmentation as the ground-truth (all ranged from 0 to 1).

Values from Table.1 are presented as mean ± SD. These metrics were obtained from a comparative analysis between our propagation method based on an initial manual input of two slices (located on the inferior and superior bounds of the region of interest) and the overall manual segmentation. As indicated, the average DSC values ranged from 0.87 to 0.94 while the FNVF and the FPVF values ranged from 0.04 to 0.18 and 0.07 to 0.10 respectively. Regarding the performance related to the volume measurements, i.e. MVSF, the range was 0.03-0.13. It is noteworthy that the segmentation of the VM was the less accurate. As can be seen in Fig. 4, VM is the individual muscle with the larger anatomical variability in the axial plane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>METRICS FOR EACH MUSCLE OF THE QUADRICEPS FEMORIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>muscle</th>
<th>DSC</th>
<th>FNVF</th>
<th>FPVF</th>
<th>MVSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>0.94±0.01</td>
<td>0.04±0.01</td>
<td>0.08±0.02</td>
<td>0.05±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.90±0.03</td>
<td>0.10±0.03</td>
<td>0.10±0.04</td>
<td>0.03±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>0.87±0.02</td>
<td>0.18±0.03</td>
<td>0.07±0.02</td>
<td>0.13±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>0.93±0.01</td>
<td>0.06±0.02</td>
<td>0.06±0.03</td>
<td>0.04±0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

So far, very few segmentation tools have been described for individual muscles and their corresponding accuracy was variable. In many other studies, segmentation has been performed manually and has been recognized as time consuming and operator-dependent. In the present study, we proposed a supervised method which provides a high segmentation accuracy with a minimal amount of time devoted to manual segmentation and a low computational expense. Using a manual input of 2 slices, the time allocated to manual segmentation can be reduced by 85%.
The accuracy of our method was determined by various parameters such as the anatomy of the areas of interest, their variability in the axial plane and the distance between the slices manually segmented. We mainly showed that with the initial input of only two manually segmented slices, the automated segmentation of the QF muscles was accurate on a large part of the thigh. According to the metrics reported in Table 1, our method provided better results as compared to the full multi-atlas based automatic approach Le Troter et al. initially proposed for the same muscle group [7] with average DSC values ranging from 0.72 to 0.94. We expect an even better accuracy of our method using a larger amount of manually-segmented slices as initial input. As illustrated in Fig. 4D, an initial input of 3, 4, 5 and 7 slices manually-segmented at regular intervals, led to a substantial increase in the mean DSC values for the individual and whole set of labels. This increase was likely due to the additional information provided by the additional manually-segmented slices.

Given that the anatomy of whole leg muscles is quite similar to the anatomy of the QF muscles, we expect that our approach will also be robust for other individual muscles of the thigh or calf inasmuch as our method can be adapted to anatomical variations using the coefficients. On the same basis, the segmentation of fatty-infiltrated muscles in patients with neuromuscular disorders or other diseases resulting in muscle volume loss and/or fatty infiltration might also be possible. This will have to be tested in the near future.
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